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Di31' I. INTRODUCTION
A disc-on-rod or cigar antenna is an endfire antenna, composed of a series of concentric metallic discs on a rod.1 When the disc diameter and spacing are properly chosen, the antenna produces an endfire pattern similar to a helix and the sidelobe level varies typically from -10 to -15 dB. To improve the sidelobe characteristics, the disc diameters may be tapered along the rod and a short axial-length funnel may be used in conjunction with the feed or launcher. Sidelobe levels of -15 to -20 dB have been reported.
,2
The present antenna design consists of a disc-on-rod housed in a conital horn with a relatively large flare angle. The combined antenna configuration provides broadband gain and pattern characteristics with peak sidelobe levels of --30 dB, and it is referred to as "disc-o-cone." The operation of this antenna is similar to that of a helicone antenna. Figure I Typical Disc-O-Gone Antenna Geometry
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III. GAIN AND PATTERNS
The measured gain and typical patterns of the disc-o-cone antenna are shown in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. The gain response is relatively flat (k I dB) from 1.1 to 1.7 GHz. The patterns were taken with a rotating linearly-polarized source. The axial ratio is < I dB, and the sidelobes and backlobes are generally < -27 dB over the measurement frequency range, providing substantial improvement over an isolated disc-on-rod or horn antenna. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
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